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Constraining Exoplanet Mass from
Transmission Spectroscopy
Julien de Wit1* and Sara Seager1,2

Determination of an exoplanet’s mass is a key to understanding its basic properties, including
its potential for supporting life. To date, mass constraints for exoplanets are predominantly based on
radial velocity (RV) measurements, which are not suited for planets with low masses, large semimajor
axes, or those orbiting faint or active stars. Here, we present a method to extract an exoplanet’s mass
solely from its transmission spectrum. We find good agreement between the mass retrieved for the
hot Jupiter HD 189733b from transmission spectroscopy with that from RV measurements. Our
method will be able to retrieve the masses of Earth-sized and super-Earth planets using data from
future space telescopes that were initially designed for atmospheric characterization.

With more than 900 confirmed exopla-
nets (1) and more than 2300 planetary
candidates known (2), research prior-

ities are moving from planet detection to planet
characterization. In this context, a planet’s mass
is a fundamental parameter because it is con-
nected to a planet’s internal and atmospheric
structure and it affects basic planetary processes,
such as the cooling of a planet, its plate tectonics
(3), magnetic field generation, outgassing, and
atmospheric escape. Measurement of a planetary
mass can in many cases reveal the planet bulk
composition, allowing us to determine whether
the planet is a gas giant or is rocky and suitable
for life as we know it.

Planetarymass is traditionally constrainedwith
the radial velocity (RV) technique using single-
purpose dedicated instruments. The RV tech-
nique measures the Doppler shift of the stellar
spectrum to derive the planet-to-star (minimum)
mass ratio as the star orbits the planet-star com-
mon center of mass. Although the RV technique
has a pioneering history of success laying the
foundation of the field of exoplanet detection, it
is mainly effective for massive planets around
relatively bright and quiet stars. Most transiting
planets have host stars that are too faint for pre-
cise RVmeasurements. For sufficiently bright host
stars, stellar perturbations may be larger than the

planet’s signal, preventing a determination of the
planet mass with RV measurements even for hot
Jupiters (4). In the long term, the limitation due to
the faintness of targets will be reduced with tech-
nological improvements. However, host-star per-

turbationsmay be a fundamental limit that cannot
be overcome, meaning that the masses of small
planets orbiting quiet stars would remain out of
reach. Current alternative mass measurements
to RV for transiting planets are based on mod-
ulations of planetary-system light curves (5) or
transit-timing variations (6). The former works
for massive planets on short period orbits and
involves detection of both beaming and ellipsoidal
modulations (7). The latter relies on gravitational
perturbations of a companion on the transiting
planet’s orbit. This method is most successful for
companions that are themselves transiting and in
orbital resonance with the planet of interest (8, 9).
For unseen companions, the mass of the transit-
ing planet is not constrained, but an upper limit
on the mass of the unseen companion can be
obtained to within 15 to 50% (10).

Transiting exoplanets are of special interest
because the size of a transiting exoplanet can be
derived from its transit light curve and combined
with its mass, if known, to yield the planet’s
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Fig. 1. Transit-depth variations, DF
F ðlÞ,

induced by thewavelength-dependent opac-
ity of a transiting planet atmosphere. The
stellar disk and the planet are not resolved; the
flux variation of a point source is observed.
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density, constraining its internal structure and po-
tential habitability. Furthermore, the atmospheric
properties of a transiting exoplanet can be re-
trieved from the host-star light passing through
its atmosphere when it transits, but the quality of
atmospheric retrieval is reduced if the planet’s
mass is inadequately constrained (11).

Here, we introduce MassSpec, a method for
constraining themass of transiting exoplanets based
solely on transit observations. MassSpec extracts
a planet’s mass through its influence on the at-
mospheric scale height. It simultaneously and self-
consistently constrains themass and the atmosphere
of an exoplanet, provides independent mass con-
straints for transiting planets accessible to RV,
and allows us to determine the masses of tran-
siting planets for which the RV method fails.

MassSpec: Concept and Feasibility
The mass of a planet affects its transmission
spectrum through the pressure profile of its at-
mosphere [i.e., p(z), where z is the altitude], and
hence its atmospheric absorption profile. For
an ideal gas atmosphere in hydrostatic equilib-
rium, the pressure varies with the altitude as
dlnðpÞ ¼ − 1

H dz, where H is the atmospheric
scale height defined as

H ¼ kT

mg
ð1Þ

where k is Boltzmann’s constant and T, m, and g
are the local (i.e., altitude dependent) temperature,
mean molecular mass, and gravity. By expressing
the local gravity in terms of the planet’s mass (Mp)
and radius (Rp), Eq. 1 can be rewritten as

Mp ¼
kTR2

p

mGH
ð2Þ

Thus, our method conceptually requires constrain-
ing the radius of the target as well as its at-
mospheric temperature, mean molecular mass,
and scale height.

A planet transmission spectrum can be seen
as a wavelength-dependent drop in the apparent
brightness of the host star when the planet transits
(Fig. 1). At a wavelength with high atmospheric
absorption, l1, the planet appears larger than at a
wavelength with lower atmospheric absorption,
l2, because of the additional flux drop due to the
opaque atmospheric annulus. In particular, a
relative flux drop, DF

F ðlÞ, is associated with an
apparent planet radius, RpðlÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DF
F ðlÞ

q
� R*.

Transmission spectroscopy mainly probes low-
pressure levels; therefore, the mass encompassed
in the sphere of radius Rp(l) (Eq. 2) is a good
proxy for the planetary mass. The apparent radius
of a planet relates directly to its atmospheric
properties due to their effect on its opacity

pR2
pðlÞ ¼ p½Rp,0 þ heff ðlÞ�2

¼ ∫
∞

0 2prð1 − e−tðr,lÞÞdr ð3Þ

where Rp,0, heff(l), and e
−t(r,l) are, respectively, a

planetary radius of reference—i.e., any radial dis-
tance at which the body is optically thick in limb-
looking over all the spectral band of interest, the
effective atmosphere height, and the planet’s trans-
mittance at radius r (Fig. 2). t(r,l) is the slant-
path optical depth defined as

tðr,lÞ ¼ 2∫
x∞

0 ∑
i
niðr′Þ

� si½Tðr′Þ,pðr′Þ,l�dx ð4Þ

where r′ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 þ x2

p
and ni(r′) and si[T(r′),p(r′),l]

are the number density and the extinction cross
section of the ith atmospheric component at the
radial distance r′ (12). In other words, a planet’s
atmospheric properties [ni(z), T(z), and p(z)] are
embedded in its transmission spectrum through
t(r,l) (Eqs. 3 and 4). The integral in Eq. 3 can be
split at the radius of reference (because the planet
is opaque at all l at smaller radii), and thus Eq. 3
becomes

½Rp,0 þ heff ðlÞ�2 ¼ R2
p,0 þ c ð5Þ

c≜2∫
z∞

0 ðRp,0 þ zÞð1−e−tðz,lÞÞdz

leading directly to the expression of the effective
atmosphere height

heff ðlÞ ¼ Rp,0ð−1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ c

p Þ ð6Þ

The embedded atmospheric information can be
straightforwardly accessed for most optically ac-
tive wavelength ranges using

heff ðlÞ ¼ Rp,0BðgEM þ ln AlÞ ð7Þ

where gEM is the Euler-Mascheroni constant (13):

gEM ¼ limn→þ∞∑n
k¼1

1

k
−ln n ≈ 0:57722 (supple-

mentary text 1) (14). In the above equation, B is a
multiple of the dimensionless scale height and Al
is an extended slant-path optical depth at the ref-
erence radius. The exact formulation of B and Al
depends on the extinction processes affecting the
transmission spectrumatl (table S1). ForRayleigh
scattering

B ¼ H

Rp,0
and ð8Þ

Al ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pRp,0H

p
nsc;0sscðlÞ ð9Þ

where nsc,0 and ssc(l) are the number density at
Rp,0 and the cross-section of the scatterers. Con-
ceptually, Eq. 7 tells us the altitude where the
atmosphere becomes transparent for a given slant-
path optical depth at a radius of reference, Al.
For example, if Al is 10

4, then the atmosphere
becomes transparent at ≈ 9 scale heights above
the reference radius.

A B C

Fig. 2. Basics of a planet’s transmission spectrum (planetary atmosphere
scaled up to enhance visibility). (A) In-transit geometry as viewed by an
observer presenting the areas of the atmospheric annulii affecting the trans-
mission spectrum. (B) Side view showing the flux transmitted through an
atmospheric annulus of radius r. (C) Transmittance as a function of the radius

at wavelengths with high and low atmospheric absorption: l1 (solid lines)
and l2 (dash-dotted lines), respectively. Due to higher atmospheric absorp-
tion at l1, the planet will appear larger than it does at l2 because of the
more-extended opaque atmospheric annulus [heff(l1) > heff(l2)] that trans-
lates into an additional flux drop (14).
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Most important, Eq. 7 reveals the depen-
dency of a transmission spectrum on its key pa-
rameters: In particular, Al is dependent in unique
ways on the scale height, the reference pressure,
the temperature, and the number densities of the
main atmospheric absorbents (supplementary
text 1.4), which lead to the meanmolecular mass.
The uniqueness of these dependencies enables
the independent retrieval of each of these key
parameters. Therefore, a planet’s mass can be
constrained uniquely by transmission spectros-
copy (Eq. 2).

MassSpec: Applications

Gas Giants
With available instruments, MassSpec is appli-
cable only to hot Jupiters. Their mean molec-
ular mass is known a priori (H/He-dominated
atmosphere: m ≈ 2.3), and their temperature is
inferred from, for example, emission spectroscopy.
Hence, high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)/resolution
transmission spectra are not required to con-
strain their mean molecular mass and temperature
independently. Therefore, the measurement of
the Rayleigh-scattering slope in transmission is
sufficient to yield the mass of a hot Jupiter be-
cause it relates directly to its atmospheric scale
height. Because Al depends solely on l through
ssc(l) for Rayleigh scattering (Eq. 9), using the
scaling law function for the Rayleigh-scattering
cross section, ssc(l) = s0(l/l0)

a, Eq. 7 leads to

aH ¼ dRpðlÞ
dln l

ð10Þ

with a = –4 (15). Therefore, using Eqs. 2 and 10,
the planet mass can be derived from

Mp ¼ −
4kT ½RpðlÞ�2
mG dRpðlÞ

dln l

ð11Þ

Based on estimates (16, 17) of T ≈ 1300 K,
dRp(∼0.8 mm)/dlnl ≈ –920 km, andRp(∼0.8 mm) ≈
1.21RJup derived from emission and transmission
spectra, MassSpec’s estimate of HD 189733b’s
mass is 1.15MJup. This is in excellent agreement
with the mass derived from RV measurements
[1.14 T 0.056 MJup (18)] for this extensively ob-
served Jovian exoplanet. MassSpec’s application
to gas giants will be particularly important for gas
giants whose star’s activity prevents a mass mea-
surement with RV [e.g., the hottest known planet,
WASP-33b (4)].

Super-Earths and Earth-Sized Planets
The pool of planets accessible to MassSpec will
extend down to super-Earths and Earth-sized
planets thanks to the high SNR spectra expected
from the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST)
(launch date 2018) and the Exoplanet Charac-
terisation Observatory (EChO) (European Space
Agency M3 mission candidate). We estimate
that with data from JWST, MassSpec could yield
the mass of mini-Neptunes, super-Earths, and
Earth-sized planets up to distances of 500 pc,
100 pc, and 50 pc, respectively, for M9V stars
and 200 pc, 40 pc, and 20 pc for M1V stars or
stars with earlier spectral types (Fig. 3 and sup-
plementary text 2.4). For EChO, the numbers
would be 250 pc, 50 pc, and 13 pc, and 100 pc,
20 pc, and 6 pc, respectively.

In particular, if MassSpec were applied to
200 hours of in-transit observations of super-
Earths transiting an M1V star at 15 pc with
JWST, it would yield mass measurements with
a relative uncertainty of ∼2%, ∼10%, and ∼15%

for hydrogen-, water-, or nitrogen-dominated at-
mospheres, respectively (Fig. 4 and figs. S9 and
S10). The larger significance of the mass mea-
surements obtained for hydrogen-dominated
super-Earths results from higher SNR of their
transmission spectra, which is due to the larger
extent of the atmosphere because of the smaller
mean molecular mass of H/He. For the same
super-Earths with hydrogen- or water-dominated
atmospheres, EChO’s data should yield mass
measurements with a relative uncertainty of
∼3% or ∼25% (figs. S11 and S12), respectively;
for a nitrogen world in the same configuration,
it will not be possible to constrain the mass
(fig. S13).

In the future era of 20-m space telescopes,
sufficiently high-quality transmission spectra of
Earth-sized planets will be available (19). By
using MassSpec, such facilities could yield the
mass of Earth-sized planets transiting an M1V
star (or stars with earlier spectral types) at 15 pc
with a relative uncertainty of ∼5% (fig. S17). For
M9V stars, it would be possible to constrain the
mass of Earth-sized planets up to 200 pc, and for
M1V stars or stars with earlier spectral types, up
to 80 pc (Fig. 3).

Discussion

Finding Habitable Earth-Sized Planets Around
Late M Dwarfs in the Next Decade
Late M dwarfs are favorable for any in-transit
information, such as transmission spectra, because
of their large ratio of radiance over projected area
(fig. S19). For that reason, MassSpec can be ap-
plied to late M dwarfs more distant than other
stars, for a given planet (Fig. 3). If they exist,
Earth-sized planets may be detected around late
Mdwarfs before JWST’s launch by SPECULOOS
(Search for Habitable Planets Eclipsing Ultra-
Cool Stars), a European Research Council mis-
sion that will begin observing the coolestMdwarfs
in 2016. Their mass will not be constrained by
RV because of the faintness of their host stars.
However, MassSpec’s application to their JWST
spectra will yield both their masses and atmo-
spheric properties (Fig. 5), and hence the assess-
ment of their potential habitability.

JWST-EChO Synergy
Time prioritization of JWST and EChO taking
into account their synergy would increase the
science delivery of both missions. Because the
smaller aperture of EChO would enable it to ob-
serve brighter stars (i.e., early-type and close-by
stars), EChO’s and JWST’s time could be respec-
tively prioritized on super-Earths and Earth-sized
planets for M9V stars closer than 25 pc and for
M1V stars (or starswith earlier spectral type) closer
than 10 pc (Fig. 3). Similarly, EChO’s and JWST’s
time could be respectively prioritized on gas giants
and super-Earths for M9V stars closer than 125 pc
and for M1V stars (or stars with earlier spectral
type) closer than 50 pc. EChO would be particu-
larly useful to determine the mass and atmospheric

Fig.3.Theboundariesof
MassSpec’s application
domain for200hoursof
in-transit observations.
Using JWST, MassSpec
could yield the mass of
super-Earth and Earth-
sized planets up to the
distance shown by the
black dashed and dotted
lines, respectively. Similar-
ly, the maximum distance
to Earth for MassSpec’s
application based on EChO’s
observations of a mini-
Neptune, a super-Earth,
and an Earth-sized planet
are shown by the blue sol-
id, dashed, and dotted lines,
respectively. The green
dotted line refers to the
case of an Earth-sized
planet observed with a
20-m space telescope. The gray area shows the stars too bright for JWST/NIRSpec in the R = 1000
mode (J-band magnitude ≲7).
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Fig. 4. MassSpec’s ap-
plication to thesynthet-
ic transmissionspectrum
of a water-dominated
super-Earth transiting
an M1V star at 15 pc as
observed with JWST for
a total of 200 hours in-
transit. (A) Synthetic data
and the best fit, together
with the individual contri-
butions of the atmospher-
ic species. (B) Normalized
posterior probability dis-
tribution (PPD) of the at-
mospheric species number
densities at the reference
radius. (C) Normalized PPD
for the scale height. (D)
Normalized PPD for the
pressure at the deepest
atmospheric level probed
by transmission spectros-
copy. (E) Normalized PPD
for the temperature. (F)
Normalized PPD for the
exoplanet mass. The dia-
monds indicate the values
of atmospheric parameters
used to simulate the input
spectrum, and the aster-
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Fig. 5. MassSpec’s
application to the syn-
thetictransmissionspec-
trum of an Earth-like
exoplanet transiting an
M7V star at 15 pc as
observed with JWST for
a total of 200 hours in-
transit. (A to F) show
the same quantities as on
Fig. 4. The atmospheric
properties (number den-
sities, scale height, and
temperature) are retrieved
with significance, yielding
amassmeasurement with
a relative uncertainty
of ∼8%.
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properties of gas giants because its wide spectral
coverage would allow measurement of their
Rayleigh-scattering slope at short wavelengths.

Clouds Will Not Overshadow MassSpec
Clouds are known to be present in exoplanet at-
mospheres (20) and to affect transmission spectra
by limiting the apparent extent of the molecular
absorption bands because the atmospheric layers
below the cloud deck are not probed by the ob-
servations (21). Therefore, the higher the cloud
deck, the larger the error bars arewith theMassSpec
retrieval method due to the reduced amount of
atmospheric information available. For example,
the uncertainty on the mass estimate of a water-
dominated super-Earthwith a cloud deck at 1mbar
is twice the uncertainty obtained for the same
planet with a cloud-free atmosphere (supplemen-
tary text 2.4). However, clouds will not render
MassSpec ineffectual because they are not ex-
pected for pressures below 1 mbar (22), which is
at least three orders of magnitude (i.e., seven scale
heights) deeper than the lowest pressure probed
by transmission spectroscopy. In other words, there
will always be atmospheric information available
from transmission spectroscopy.

Complementarity of MassSpec and RV
Transmission spectroscopy is suited for low-density
planets and atmospheres and bright or large stars
(signalºr−1p m−1T*R

0:5
* ), whereas radial velocity

measurements are ideal for massive planets and
low-mass stars (signalº Mp M −0:5

* ). Therefore,
each mass-retrieval method is optimal in a spe-
cific region of the planet-star parameter space
(supplementary text 3), making the methods
complementary.

Possible Insights into Planetary Interiors
Mass and radius are not always sufficient to ob-
tain insights into a planet’s interior. MassSpec’s
simultaneous constraints on a planet’s atmosphere
and bulk density may help to break this degen-
eracy, in some cases. A precision on a planet
mass of 3 to 15%, combined with the planetary
radius, can yield the planetary average density
and, hence, bulk composition. Even with a rela-
tively low precision of 10 to 15%, it is possible to
infer whether a planet is predominantly rocky or
predominantly composed of H/He (23, 24). With
a higher planet mass precision, large ranges of
planetary compositions can be ruled out for high-
and low-mass planets, possibly revealing classes
of planets with intermediate density to terrestrial-
like or ice or giant planets with no solar system
counterpart (25). Typically, the bulk density alone
cannot break the planet interior composition
degeneracy, especially for planets of intermedi-
ate density. However, measurement of atmo-
spheric species may add enough information to
reduce some of the planet interior composition
degeneracies—for example, the rejection of H/He
as the dominant species yields constraint on the
bulk composition, independently of the mass
uncertainty.
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Crystal Structure of a Soluble Cleaved
HIV-1 Envelope Trimer
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HIV-1 entry into CD4+ target cells is mediated by cleaved envelope glycoprotein (Env) trimers
that have been challenging to characterize structurally. Here, we describe the crystal structure at
4.7 angstroms of a soluble, cleaved Env trimer that is stabilized and antigenically near-native
(termed the BG505 SOSIP.664 gp140 trimer) in complex with a potent broadly neutralizing
antibody, PGT122. The structure shows a prefusion state of gp41, the interaction between the
component gp120 and gp41 subunits, and how a close association between the gp120 V1/V2/V3
loops stabilizes the trimer apex around the threefold axis. The complete epitope of PGT122 on the
trimer involves gp120 V1, V3, and several surrounding glycans. This trimer structure advances our
understanding of how Env functions and is presented to the immune system, and provides a
blueprint for structure-based vaccine design.

The envelope glycoprotein (Env) trimer is
the only virally encoded antigen on the sur-
face of HIV-1, the pathogen that causes

AIDS, and is responsible for viral entry into host
cells. The trimer is composed of gp120/gp41 hetero-
dimers and is the target for neutralizing antibodies.
Various structures of components of gp120 and
gp41, alone and in complex with different ligands,
have been determined (1–10). Cryogenic electron
microscopy (cryo-EM) and tomography have been
integrated with core gp120 x-ray structures to

visualize the Env trimer at resolutions that extend
from 30 Å to below 10 Å and, thereby, provide
insights into its overall conformation before and
after receptor binding (11, 12). However, determin-
ing an atomic-level structure of the Env trimer has
been difficult. A higher-resolution structure would
not only help to explain how the trimer functions
during virus-cell fusion, but also guide HIV-1 vac-
cine design by delineating the key antigenic sites
recognized by the humoral immune system and the
defenses evolved by the virus as a countermeasure.
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